
YOUR ROBOTIC BARISTA
Perfect drinks anytime and anywhere

More than 80 choices 


of premium coffees and 


other beverages

Fully-automated barista 

available 24/7. Supports 

cash payment and QR 

code payment

Quality, consistency, 

and convenience… all 

in 1 square meter.



Customizable Flavors

A state-of-the-art machine here to provide you irresistible, customizable, gourmet beverages on 

the go and on-demand. The Tao Bin BaristaBot uses freshly ground Arabica coffee and top 

ingredients to deliver quality, consistency, and convenience all in 1 square meter.

By combining the best specialty ingredients with modern technology, cloud 

computing, and robotics, we are transforming the entire cafe experience. 

Tao Bin Café Machine

With Tao Bin’s unique 

features, customers can 

customize their drinks as they 

desire:


    Building their own original 


    coffee.


    Adding extra ingredients.


    Selecting their preferable 


    sweetness level.


    Increasing a sourness level 


    of a lime-added drink.



A Convenient Café Machine for Every Venue

Uses freshly ground arabica beans 

and recipes of Thailand’s elite baristas 

to deliver quality and consistency

Connected online around the clock, 

our 24/7 service team can promptly 

provide a new setup and support at 

anytime

A robotic, fully-automated barista 

available 24/7 to address audience 

demand of varying sizes and cycles.

Beautifully modern design combined 

with an intuitive UI personalized 

customer service all in a sqm.

80+ choice of drinks

Tao Bin supported both cash payment 


and QR code payment to ensure the 

convenience of your customers.

Various Payment Methods

Fully Unattended

24/7 Supports

Small Footprint

All machines fitted with a 32” TFT 

screen. Taking orders via a large 


touch screen. Easy to use.


Smart Touch Screen

Want to Install Tao Bin?

Where to Place Tao Bin?

What to prepare?

Contact us at +66 2279 1188 or via LINE: @taobin.

Ideal venues for Tao Bin are places that open 24/7 or have night 

shift operations such as office buildings, airports, transportation 

hub, hospitals, educatio center, malls, etc.

Contact Us

Forth Corporation 


1053/1 Phaholyothin road, Phayathai, 


Phayathai, Bangkok 10400

0-2279-1188

@taobin

taobinbeverage

www.tao-bin.com

A space of 100 x 75 x 180 cm (with 25 cm from walls).


A 220v 3-prong power outlet with at least 6 amp circuit breaker.



More than 80+ choices of beverages


